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In todayâ€™s competitive world, if you want to stay ahead of the rat race then you need to have all the
information regarding your goal and your focus should be clear. Despite the huge opportunities
offered by the private sector jobs, the jobs in the public sector still remain coveted for the benefits
and perks that they offer along with job stability. No wonder thousands of intelligent candidates work
hard and prepare for the exams conducted by the central and the state governments and try their
luck every year.

Teaching has been the most noble and stable profession which is opted by both boys and girls for
the respect that it commands. So if you are looking to become a teacher in the schools run by the
government then be sure to have the latest information about the date and the pattern of the exams
that are conducted for various posts. The CTET (Central Teacher Eligibility Test) 2012 is about to
be held in the month of January. The interested candidates can open the related website and read
all the important information mentioned about this exam and start preparing for this prestigious
exam.

This exam is conducted by the Board of Secondary Education, Delhi by the orders of the Ministry of
Human Resource Development. The website clearly mentions the schools which to which the exam
applies. The application form costs Rs. 500 for the general and OBC category and Rs. 250 for the
schedule caste, schedule tribes and differently abled category.

The date of CTET 2012 examination has been fixed as 29th of January. The application form will be
available to the candidates from the fifth of November to the twenty fifth of November. Online
application forms can be filled between first of November to twenty fifth of November. For the
candidates who live in the remote areas, a grace period of seven days is provided and they can
submit their forms latest by seventh of December. The website clearly mentions the description of
the â€œremote areasâ€•. The last date for the submission of forms has been fixed at thirtieth of November
2011.

The CTET 2012 examination consists of two papers each of one and a half hours. The details about
the pattern and the syllabus of the examination can be viewed on the CBSE website.

The candidates can not only get the information regarding the exam but also ask any query. The
reply will be made shortly through e-mail. So the candidates can get all their questions answered
before enrolling for this prestigious exam.

The CTET 2012 exam is the first step towards a bright future. So, fill the form now to make your
mark in the teaching profession which it all set to be a most sought after career as the emphasis on
education is continuously increasing and so is the demand for quality teachers. Join as teacher in
one of the schools run by the central or state government to have a respectable and lucrative career.
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